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Overview of global antitrust law developments between October 2013 and January 2014.

In this edition:

- UK flexes its criminal enforcement muscle
- Judge rules non-reportable, consummated merger violates U.S. antitrust law
- EU merger control – New measures aimed to reduce administrative burden
- FTC requires modification of trade association ethical rules
- Resale price maintenance in France
- New York AG settles with “patent troll” targeting end-users of patented technologies
- Cooperation between the EU and India on antitrust matters
- Snapshot of recent Chinese antitrust enforcement action
- Round-up of recent developments
- Antitrust dawn raid defence in China SGLA seminar, Beijing – 13 January 2014
- Competition and EU law planner
- COMPETE – competition law compliance e-learning
- Competition law in South Africa
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